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After months of preparation the curtain 
finally rose on Tewkesbury School’s 

production of the gangster-spoof musical 
Bugsy and the audience was transported to 
1929, to New York where the action centred 
upon Fat Sam’s Speakeasy.  

Alex Tailford (Elgar) plays a charming Bugsy, 
the hero trying to woo new girl in town, 
Blousey Brown portrayed elegantly by 
Martha Avery (Keller).  At the same time, 
Bugsy is endeavouring to reject the amorous 
advances of show girl Tallulah, Sophie Dash 
(Keller) and is caught up in gang warfare.  
The rival gangs are headed by Sam Hill 
(Brunel) as Fat Sam and Ed Godzisz (Brunel) 
as Dandy Dan. As the latter tries to muscle 
in on Fat Sam’s territory, the balance of 
power is held by those in possession of the 
lethal splurge guns. The show resolves with 
everyone being reminded to “Give a little 
love” as the custard pies and splurge guns 
turn from weapons of warfare to weapons 
of fun and everybody realises that they can 
get along together.

The production boasted outstanding 
performances from all involved.  Conor 
Kearns’ (Priestley) emotional rendition 
of “Tomorrow” was perfectly coupled 
with Chloe Reynolds’ (Elgar) flowing and 
melancholy dance routine. Martha Avery’s 
unaccompanied solos left the audience 
enraptured by her beautiful soprano voice.  
Sophie Dash’s confident interpretation of 
“My name is Tallulah” provided a strong 
opening to the second act.  The opportunity 
to perform in a theatre added gravitas 
to the performance and enabled Ms Jay 
Abbott-Brown to demonstrate, once again, 

the extent of her talent in set and costume 
design.  A live orchestra, conducted by Mrs 
Claire Pope (Bronte) set the pace throughout, 
reflecting the bitter sweet storyline in their 
musical themes.  By the end of the show 
the upbeat tunes had the audience clapping 
along and tapping their toes.

One of the most valuable pieces of learning 
that comes from doing a whole school 
production is the camaraderie that develops 
among the cast.  The actors in Bugsy 
represented all of the year groups and the 
variety in ages is important in developing 
m o m e n t u m  a n d  l e g a c y  i n  s c h o o l 
productions.  While Alex Tailford is in his 
final year at Tewkesbury School, some of the 
supporting cast are in their first year.  Katie 
Pugh and Caitlin Gilbert (both Hodgkin) are 
in Year 7 and Bugsy is the first production 
that they have taken part in on such a grand 
scale.  Caitlin explained, “I have always been 
inspired by shows as my dad is a stage and 
lighting manager.  It is an amazing feeling 
to be on stage”.  Katie added, “When it ends 
there is a sense of relief, but also the feeling 
that we just want to get back on stage and 
do it all over again.  I took part in drama at 
primary school and made sure that I joined 
the Drama Club at Tewkesbury School as 
soon as I arrived in Year Seven.  It is really 
good fun and something that I recommend 
to everyone.”

Congratulations to director Miss Nicola 
Rope (Priestley) and everyone involved in 
conceiving and producing this wonderful 
production.  You are the pride of Tewkesbury 
School!   

How did you get the part?

When I found out I got the part of Bugsy I 

was quite surprised. I’d never been given the 

main character in any performance I have 

done and just assumed I might possibly get 

one of the other characters, which I would 

not have minded as I love just taking part. 

After facing the reality of the fact that I had 

the role, I really wanted toshow people what 

I could do.

What did you have to do in the 

audition?

In the audition I was given a short piece 

of the script to read in a duologue with 

Blousey on the telephone where Bugsy has 

let her down. In this I attempted to do the 

American accent from the film that I watched 

of Bugsy Malone, after hearing that was the 

play we were doing. We were then given 

the opportunity to choose between two 

songs; ‘I’m walking on sunshine’ by Katrina 

and the Waves, or ‘Let it Be’ by the Beatles. 

I chose to do ‘Let it Be’ as I felt it would suit 

my vocal range better and I would be more 

comfortable singing it in front of people 

who were judging me. We only had a few 

lines to sing from the song in small groups, 

so I had to make the most of what lyrics I had.

What made you go for the role?

 I knew this would be my last opportunity for 

a big performance at Tewkesbury School so I 

really wanted to make it a good one.  

I wanted to aim for the best role possible. 

Having played the role of Mr Bumble in the 

2011 school production of Oliver!, I really 

wanted to be part of something like that 

again.  Watching the film, I knew I’d love to 

get the part of Bugsy.

What have rehearsals been like?

During rehearsals I love seeing it all coming 

together from mini scale read-throughs and 

working up to seeing it being the fully fledged 

performance.  It was so good to work with 

some of the people that performed in Oliver! 

BEING BUGSY
again as it was possibly the best play I’ve 

ever been in.  Unlike our course performances 

for A Level Drama, doing a school production 

such as Oliver! or Bugsy involves working with 

students in all years. Knowing some of them 

already made it easier for everyone to work 

together. There are also lots of new students in 

the cast who I had to get to know, work with 

and to help the younger ones who may have 

never been in a performance before.

How did you feel on the opening 
night?

I was nervous, of course! I tried to hide it, but 

I was.  Waiting in the wings before stepping 

on stage was particularly nerve-wracking.  

Of course I was excited, I love to perform. In 

Oliver!, I was scared because I had never sung 

in front of anyone before, by the time I played 

Bugsy I was experienced and only had one 

song. Everything else had to be right; every 

night equally as good as the others.

How did the performance go?

The performance was incredible! In the words 

of Bugsy, it was “swell, real swell!”.  I can’t 

think of anything better than the adrenaline 

rush I get after the performance, it’s such a 

good feeling but I felt bereft after the last 

performance as I knew we were never 

going to do this again.    

‘Swell, 
real swell’

Adam Cook and Ed Godzisz



For some time now, I have been conscious 
of the lack of formal recognition that we 

are giving to the outstanding achievements 
of many of our students and staff.  I hope 
you will agree that the recently revised 
school website and the increasing use 
of the school Twitter feed are helping 
to celebrate some of those feats but we 
still want to do more - hence...KUDOS!

Kudos is an Ancient Greek word and, 
according to Wikipedia, is defined as ‘acclaim 
or praise for exceptional achievement’.  
It seems, therefore, a particularly apt title 
for a newsletter designed to celebrate 
achievement.

Tewkesbury School is such a dynamic 
learning community, with so many brilliant 
young people and staff that we want 
to record for posterity accounts of their 
achievements. The website is a great source 
of information and images, but I do hope 
you take your time to enjoy browsing and 
reading the newsletter and that everyone 
in the family is impressed and inspired 
reading about just some of the things that 
have been going on at school and in the 
local community.  In the newsletter you will 
also find some more academic articles that 
are designed to inform you as learners and 
parents of educational developments at the 
school and nationally.

We are particularly keen to use this 
publication as an opportunity for our 
youngsters to author pieces so you will 
see plenty of evidence of that. Articles 
from members of the local community are 
also warmly welcomed for future editions.  
It is our initial intention to publish Kudos 
three times per academic year but much 
will depend on how well it is received and 
the subsequent feedback we receive, so do 
please let us know!

In the meantime, I wish all those connected 
with the school a very happy summer 
holiday and look forward to welcoming all 
the youngsters back in September.   

From September we will be joined by 
a new teacher, Mr Smith, who will be 

Assistant Headteacher with responsibility 
for student progress and well-being. 
I caught up with him recently when he came 
for a preparatory visit.

What attracted you to the post 
o f  A s s i s t a n t  H e a d t e a c h e r  a t 
Tewkesbury School?

After many happy years at Archway School 
in Stroud, I was looking for a promotion 
and I was really excited to hear about the 
opportunity at Tewkesbury School to be 
Assistant Headteacher following the 
departure of Mr McLeman.  Tewkesbury 
School has a good reputation and I have 
heard lots of positive reports about the 
students.  I live in Gloucester so it will not 
be too much of a daily commute.

What are you most looking forward 
to at Tewkesbury School?

I am looking forward to getting to know 
the staff and students and contributing to 
moving the school forward. With vertical 
tutoring starting in the new term it will be an 
exciting time to join the school community.

Is there anything that you see as 
being a real challenge for you?

My most recent roles have been as Head of 
PE and Training Manager, supporting trainee 
teachers and those new to the profession, so 

HEADTEACHER’S MESSAGE
Mr G M Watson
Headteacher

TEACHER PROFILE:
MR SMITH
Sophie Owen
Priestley

‘Welcome 
to our 

very first 
edition of 

Kudos! ’
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though this will be a change of direction, it 
is also an exciting venture. After spending 
sixteen years in the same school it is going 
to feel strange moving to a new environment 
and learning new ways to do things, but 
judging from my welcome so far, I am 
confident that everyone will be really friendly 
and help me out.

What do you love about teaching?

I love helping children develop.  There is a real 

sense of achievement for both the learner 

and the teacher when the learner overcomes 

difficulties and succeeds.  We all struggle at 

different things and the key to success is to 

keep focused and keep trying.  Those qualities 

feature heavily in my subject area, PE, which 

of course, I am passionate about.

What do you do in your spare time?

Being a PE teacher I am obviously a sports 

fanatic and I do play a variety of sports.  

I particularly love to play rugby and am a 

keen supporter of both Gloucester and Wales.  

I also love to spend time with my family.

And now for some quick fire 
questions:  Get up or lie in? 

Up early – life is for living!

Dinner in a restaurant or homemade 
supper with your family? 

Supper at home with my family.

R&B or Pop?

R&B

Eastenders or Corrie?

Coronation Street

We look forward to welcoming Mr Smith to 
Tewkesbury School – look out for him on the 
first day of the Autumn Term.  
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‘Tewkesbur y 
School has a good 
reputation and I 
have heard lots 
of positive reports 
about the students’ 

This term we say thank you and good bye 
to the following members of staff and 

wish them well with their new ventures:  
Mr Bannister, Mr Davies, Mrs Fursman, Miss 
Hudman, Mr Hunt, Mrs Rickards, Miss Shaw, 
Miss O’Shea , Mr Smith, and Ms Phillips.  
Colin Rees leaves the school after 33 years 

GOODBYE TO STAFF
and he will be missed not only by his friends 
and colleagues at Tewkesbury School, but 
also by the partner primary schools with 
whom he has worked on the transition 
process.  Martin McLeman leaves to take up 
a headship at Queen Elizabeth’s School in 
Wimborne Minster, Dorset.   

with the latest news from Tewkesbury School 
on twitter,  follow @tewkschool
www.tewkesburyschool.org

keep in touch...
E X P E C T I N G  A N D  AC H I E V I N G  S U CC E S S



This year has seen exciting links being 
forged with the local community in 

a wide and varied number of ways and 
Tewkesbury School sees these opportunities 
as welcome additions to the whole 
education and development of our students. 

One aim has been to foster positive relations 
between our young people and senior 
citizens in the town. Evening social events 
have been organised by our older students 
and paired support visits to residential 
centres have taken place. Younger students 
have baked scones and cakes and then 
delivered them to local community centres, 
where they have served the residents and 
taken the time to socialise.  The catering 
and serving of the buffet at the Mayor- 
Making Ceremony was outstanding and 
elicited many compliments from the guests 
about the quality of the food and the lovely 
manners of the young people serving. 

Tewkesbur y School now runs a school 
Community Café on site and we are hoping 

to increase the regularity of its opening 
next year. All members of the Tewkesbury 
Community are welcome at such events.  
Please look out for the dates and timings 
from September.

We have welcomed the challenge, hard 
work and fun in running the Abbey Café 
on two occasions now and there will be 
two other days this school term, before we 
break for the summer. Next year, we intend 
to increase the number of days that we run 
this town centre café. It is fantastic to give 
our Hospitality and Catering students the 
opportunity to develop their experience in 
a real work place.

We are extremely proud of all our students’ 
hard work and their  commitment 
to the various community events this 
year  and are  looking for ward to 
extending the reach of our projects. 
Please do contact the school if you would 
l ike to be involved or i f  you have
ideas for future events.  

Charity Week has always been an 
important event at Tewkesbury School.  

However, this year there was a change in the 
programme and the event was extended 
from one week to two terms. I caught up 
with the organiser, Assistant Headteacher 
Ms Willoughby, to discover how successful 
the new format had been.

Why was Charity Week changed to 
two terms?

We felt it was too rushed before, and not 

enough people were engaging within such a 

short time frame.  We decided to extend the 

time available for fund-raising to two terms 

to encourage as many people as possible to 

take part. 

Why choose so many charities?

We wanted to give the pupils a sense of 

ownership over each charity, as it was their 

house that selected them.  By encouraging 

each house to adopt their own charity 

the sense of teamwork and competition 

increased.

So, explain the process of selection 
to me.

We started off by asking all tutors to ask their 

tutees for two charities of choice.  As you can 

imagine, this generated lots of options.  We 

initially cancelled out any repeat suggestions 

and then asked two Sixth Formers from each 

house to take the two most popular charities 

and present an assembly to their house.  

Pupils were then asked to vote on which ones 

they liked the most, based on that assembly.  

Our Sixth Form are wonderful leaders and 

they did a fantastic job launching the event 

with the rest of the school.

W h i c h  h o u s e  r a i s e d  t h e  m o s t 
money overall?

The winners, by far, were Hodgkin House, 

who raised over £2000.

COMMUNITY LINKS
Ms A Willoughby
Assistant Headteacher

ALL IN THE NAME OF CHARITY
Seb James
Brunel

Some of the highlights were a Year 7 fayre to 
which Year 8s were invited  to come and play 
games and compete in  activities such as 
‘Guess the number of sweets’.  A Tewkesbury 
School fund-raising staple, ‘Strictly Come 
Dancing’ was well attended and the coveted 
title of Tewkesbury School’s Best Dancing 
Teachers was awarded to Mr Gardner 
and Mrs Gascoine with their rendition of 
“Shake a tail feather “ by the Blues Brothers.   
However, it was not just these events that 
helped to raise £9000.  There were also 3 
non school uniform days, with the money 
from these being split between all 6 houses.  
Students who made outstanding efforts 
with their fundraising include: Ciara O’Neill 
(Hodgkin) who raised over £600 with her 
Christmas Chocolate Hamper Raffle and 
Edward Godzisz (Brunel) who undertook a 
27 mile sponsored cycle ride in the Forest 
of Dean.

Next year, we will continue to support 
our partnership school, the Chifubu High 
School in Zambia and we will also choose 
some local and national charities which 
will benefit from our fund-raising.  We are 
keen to consider the ideas of the whole 
community, so if you or any members of 
your family or friends know of a charity, or 
are involved in a worthwhile cause, please 
get in contact so that it can be taken into 
consideration when selecting the house 
charities for 2013-14.

Brunel - WWF

Elgar - Chifubu High School, Zambia

Kellar - Stop the Traffik

Bronte - Therapeutic Garden

Hodgkin - Cancer Research

Priestley - Rays of Sunshine

Total raised:  £9000   
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‘By encouraging 
each house to adopt 
their own charity the 
sense of teamwork 
and competition 
increased.’ 

MATHEMATICS WORKSHOP FOR 
ABLE, GIFTED AND TALENTED STUDENTS
Mr C Walsh
Priestley

On the morning of Thursday the 27th June 
the Mathematics faculty played host to 

students from our partner primary schools. 

They worked through complex new 
ideas and processes using technology. 
The challenge was certainly high but the 
students matched the work given through 
perseverance.

In a more real life setting they were also able 
to see what it would be like to make tough 

decisions as a Fire Chief in an American 
City. Students worked together in groups, 
discussing and justifying the best ways 
to provide fire cover for various cities. The 
pupils thoroughly enjoyed the challenge 
of using mathematics in such a real life 
scenario.

It was a great morning, and we were 
impressed with the focus, enthusiasm and 
ideas from our visiting students.  We hope 
to see you again soon!

‘Our Sixth Form 
are wonderful 
leaders and they 
did a fantastic job 
launching the event 
with the rest of the 
school.’ 



Since the start of this academic year, 
Year 7 English classes have been 

spending one lesson per week in the library, 
reading books.  They are reading the books 
as part of the new Accelerated Reading 
Scheme  in which the school participates.  

The aim of the scheme is to encourage 
children to keep reading  to accumulate the 
greatest number of points.  Pupils can obtain 
points by reading a book, logging on to the 
accelerated reading system and answering 
a multiple choice quiz, based on the book 

they have read.  The more challenging the 
book, the more points they are awarded.

The two readers who, after consideration 
by the English department and library 
staff, have made the greatest progress, are 
presented  with a gift of the new Kindle 
Fire tablet computer.  However, these are 
not the only prizes.  There is a vast array 
of other awards, including books, such as 
the Hunger Games Trilogy and books from 
the Diary of  Wimpy Kid series as well 
as other useful goodies and stationery 
items  which can be used in lessons.

Mrs Baird, school librarian, believes the 
scheme has been a great success, and 
is delighted with the way that every 
pupil who has taken part has improved.
 
The scheme has allowed confident readers 
to develop their love of reading, and others 
to establish for the first time  an appreciation 
of  reading.   The Accelerated Reading 
Programme challenges pupils to select 
a book that they might ordinarily avoid, 
considering it too difficult to read, proving 
that you can not judge a book by its cover.  

This year’s Masterchef house competition 
was launched in April with an invitation 

to any Year 8 students who enjoyed cooking 
to pair up with a fellow student in their 
House. The competition is in its third year, 
and as each year the number of entries has 
doubled, a staggering 100 pupils entered 
this year. Prior to the heats the teams were 
given a list of basic ingredients which 
would be provided; these included minced 
beef, pasta, tomatoes, onions and garlic. 
The students were able to add two other 
ingredients of their own choice in their 
attempt to design a winning dish.

The heats took place on Thursday April 23rd, 
and the atmosphere was buzzing as the 
teams anticipated their task. The standard 
of cooking was very high, which made 
it difficult to decide on just one pair per 
House to go through to the grand final on 
June 12th.

The finalists were given the task of creating a 
2 course meal of which the main course had 
to be a “one pot” dish, with an overall budget 
of £10. The students certainly rose to the 
challenge; preparing, cooking and serving 
some fantastic restaurant-quality food. 
The choice of menu and the level of 
expertise shown in the delivery of these 
dishes was phenomenal  and  all  this made 
for a tough decision for the judges.

ACCELERATED READERS RE-KINDLE 
THEIR LOVE OF READING
Seb James
Brunel

MASTERCHEF
Mrs H Butt
Hodgkin

‘The scheme has 
allowed confident 
readers to develop 
their love of reading, 
and others to establish 
for the first time an
appreciation of 
reading.’ 
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After much deliberation the judges decided 
that Sophie Wadey and Arianne Boyle 
of Hodgkin House were the deserving 
champions for 2013. They prepared an 
exceptional menu of wild mushroom and 
spinach risotto with focaccia bread followed 
by a desert of fruit tart with lemon mousse 
and a raspberry coulis. This outstanding 
culinary display narrowly beat Ed Godzisz 
and Will Skuse (Brunel House) into second 
place with Craig Sipek and Andrew Green 
(Priestly House) a close third. Each and every 
student who entered should be justifiably 
proud of their achievements.

Many thanks to Dave Catton from Gupshill 
Manor, who helped with the judging of the 
final.   
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LITERACY IN NUMBERS

67,823,067 THE TOTAL NUMBER OF 
WORDS READ BY YEAR 7

THE NUMBER OF STUDENTS 
WHO  HAVE READ OVER 

1 MILLION WORDS

4,046,777
THE GREATEST 
NUMBER OF 
WORDS READ BY 
AN INDIVIDUAL

2,974
THE NUMBER OF 
BOOKS READ SINCE 
SEPTEMBER 2012

‘The students 
certainly rose to 
the challenge; 
preparing, cooking 
and serving some 
fantastic restaurant-
quality food.’ 



In March of this year, myself, three other 
students from year 12, Lucy Hall, Tabby 
Waldron and Jacob Fish, along with Mrs 
Newcombe and Mr Nelson returned from 
a remarkable trip to Zambia as part of the 
school’s on-going exchange with Chifubu 
High School under the Global Schools 
Partnership programme.

After a journey of 24 hours and 11,286 
kilometres, we arrived in Ndola, the 
industrial hub of Zambia, where we were 
met with an enormously warm welcome 
from our Zambian correspondents, and soon 
to be close friends, Alice, Chungu, Litobwa, 
Joseph and Abigail, as well as teachers Mr 
Mwila, Mrs Makonde, Brendah and the 
ever-smiling Mr Kanyanta (or Mr K as he 
preferred!) 

After being shown round Chifubu High 
School we were all pleasantly surprised 
to discover that it shared more similarities 
than differences with our own school. It was 
incredibly well kept, and we were impressed 
by how much respect the students had for 
their school’s facilities, which seemed so few 
in comparison to ours. 

Our time spent in Chifubu High School 
was astounding. After introductions, we 
were ushered into the main hall for some 
traditional Zambian dance performances. 
Every single one of us was amazed at the 
efforts of the talented dancers, singers, 
drummers and choreographers who had 
come together to produce something truly 
mesmerising. We were slightly surprised 
when Mr Nelson and Mrs Newcombe 
sprang out of their seats to share their dance 
moves, which although not as polished, 
were utterly hilarious.

Together we spent several days exploring 
Ndola, discovering the new sights, sounds 

and smells the bustling town centre had to 
offer. We were also taken to Masala Market, 
a crowded and dense marketplace on the 
outskirts of Ndola, where up to 5000 people 
visit to shop every afternoon. We attracted 
a lot of attention - personally I was quite 
flattered by so many marriage proposals! 

We were al l  ver y excited to sample 
traditional Zambian cuisine, and were soon 
treated to lunch at Matebeto Restaurant 
in the town centre. Here we tried nshima, 
a maize-based staple food with a texture 
similar to mashed potato or thick porridge. 

We were  a lso  g iven the amazing 
opportunity to meet not only the head of 
the Department for the Board of Education 
for Ndola, but also the town’s mayor who 
welcomed us to his town as his children 
before bestowing each of us individually 
with our own Zambian name.

Whilst in Ndola we also visited Kansenshi 
Basic School, a school for four to fourteen 
year olds. There, we were shown around the 
infant classes, where we gave small token 
gifts to some of the children. Each child 
was adorable, and very grateful to be given 
little presents such as hair bobbles and 
pencils, which to us seemed trivial, almost 
worthless objects. The children were taught 
in Bemba but also spoke English as a first 
language, and we were fascinated by their 
multilingualism. As we left Kansenshi, I saw 
what I assumed to be a class of children, 

ZAMBIA: A TRULY
UNFORGETTABLE EXPERIENCE
Mary Kate O’Neil
Hodgkin

In April two Year 12 students Ashley 
Major (Elgar)and Tilly Webley  (Bronte) 

accompanied Mrs Newcombe (Brunel) 
to Auschwitz, Poland to find out first- 
hand about the Holocaust of the Second 
World War.

The opportunity to go there arose as the 
Holocaust Educational Trust was offering 
places to students to encourage them to 
understand the horrors of that time.

On the first day of the visit Ashley, Tilly 
and Mrs Newcombe met a Holocaust 
survivor called Kitty Hart-Moxon. It 
was an amazing opportunity to hear  
an eye-witness account of that terrible 
era. On the second day they visited an 
Auschwitz camp called Birkenau, before 
discussing their experiences and how 
they would share it in school. The visit 
finished with a memorial ceremony.

When I caught up with Ashley Major 
and Tilly Webley back at school they 

Aisling Reid
Brunel found it hard to put into words their 

experiences there.  They both agreed 
that it was shocking how ordinary 
people could behave like that towards 
fellow human beings.  Ashley added 
how he couldn’t believe that there 
was that much hate for the Jews. They 
saw exhibited in the barracks:  piles of 
clothes; cut off hair; shoes and other 
possessions that were confiscated from 
the Jewish prisoners and found this 
to be  upsetting as it showed how the 
prisoners were dehumanised and had 
their identity stripped away by those 
who held them captive.

“It’s a place you have to go and is 
the biggest cemetery in the world.” 
Mrs Newcombe declared it to be a 
memorable and moving experience and 
definitely one to be shared.

This period of history is touched on with 
the Year 7 study of the novel The Boy 
in the Striped Pyjamas in English, and 
again in Year 9 with an in depth study 
of this period as part of the history 
curriculum.  
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going out on a school trip or day out. I was 
heartbroken to learn that they would soon 
be attending the funeral of one of their 
classmates, who had suddenly died, aged 
just six. I was devastated to learn that this 
was a regular occurrence.

After nearly a week in Ndola, we were 
lucky enough to extend our adventure with 
trips to Livingstone and the spectacular 
Victoria Falls, on the other side of Zambia 
accompanied by our Zambian exchange 
students. This was followed by a visit to 
Botswana and a safari in Chobe National 
Park.

Our parting day was very moving and 
nobody wanted to leave. There were tears all 
round as we said our goodbyes at Lusaka bus 

station. Leaving each other after two weeks 
of being inseparable was really difficult. 
We were only consoled by the fact that we 
would be seeing our partners in a year’s time 
when they come to visit us in Tewkesbury.  
As clichéd as it is to refer to the trip as the 
experience of a lifetime, it truly was an 
unforgettable time, making memories that 
I will cherish for life. The lessons which we 
have taken from the trip will remain with 
us forever, and have undoubtedly changed 
me on a personal level. The next step now is 
returning the favour by giving our Zambian 
friends the time of their lives, when they 
visit us next year.

A full version of this article can be found on 
the school’s website.   

‘We were impressed 
by how much respect 
the students had for 
their school’s facilities, 
which seemed so few in 
comparison to ours.’

SIXTH FORM VISIT TO AUSCHWITZ



Bronze Expedition Training
By the time you are reading this, 52 pupils 
in 9 expedition groups will have undertaken 
their assessed expedition; the weather can’t 
be any worse than what the participants 
were training in. The country may have 
come to a standstill but Tewkesbury School 
D of E carried on!

At the start of the year 58 Y10 and Y11 
pupils registered for the Bronze Award.  
In November, they had a full weekend of 
training. This included challenge exercises to 
get everybody working together as teams.  
They then had an introduction to first aid, 
equipment, food and cooking, navigation 
and route finding.  The latter involved a wet, 
muddy afternoon on the footpaths behind 
school.

In  Januar y,  they 
a l l  t o o k  p a r t  i n  a 
navigation exercise on 
Cleeve Hill. They had to 
tackle snowdrifts more 

than a metre deep over a 14 mile navigation. 
There were some painful moments as 
blisters were uncovered for attention.

Training camps were in March and April.  
With rucksacks packed, the participants 
departed with their destination Croft Farm.  
The short days and long nights meant that 
participants ended up cooking in the dark.  
The March camp woke up to snow-covered 
tents.  Would the April training camp be any 
better? No – it rained!

However, the sun came out for the practice 
expedition in April.  The groups cooked in the 
sunshine and we stayed warm and dry!

DUKE OF EDINBURGH’S AWARD
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Gold Residential, North Wales, 
October Half Term
The Gold Award has an extra section, 
the residential, where young people are 
away from home in a residential setting, 
being involved in activities that broaden 
their experience. Three Tewkesbury School 
pupils were joined by a former pupil at The 
Nantmoor Mountain centre, Snowdonia. 
During their stay they were physically 
challenged with two days in the mountains, 
climbing Snowden and Moel Y Guest, 
undertaking a day of community work 
by cleaning and painting some areas of 

the centre and a morning at the Beacon 
Climbing wall. Prior to going the group had 
had to plan the menu, and purchase the 
food, having been given a daily budget.

The centre is 3 miles up a single track road, 
with no TV or phone reception. How would 
you cope?  
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Miss Tebby and I took twenty-five 
students (Years 9-13) to Madrid from 

October 3rd till October 10th. The Spanish 
Exchange has been running for over 10 years 
and this was our second exchange with our 
Comenius partner school in a leafy suburb 
of the Spanish capital. 

Upon arrival, we had a day in school and 
were treated to a traditional Spanish 
breakfast before Tewkesbur y students 
accompanied their exchange partners to 
lessons. 

Throughout the week we explored the local 
area by day and returned to our host families 
in the evening.  Our joint daytrip took us to 
picturesque Toledo, where we learnt about 
the influence that the Muslim and Jewish 
cultures had on Spain’s history.  

The visit to the Santiago Bernabeu Stadium, 
home ground of Real Madrid (which means 
Royal Madrid), proved very popular. Getting 
to the stadium was all part of the fun as 
we had to go by underground train and for 
some of our students this was their first time 
on this mode of transport.

We also had a guided visit of the medieval 
city of  Segovia with its  impressive 
monuments including the Roman aqueduct 
and the castle. 

On our last day we went to the Palacio Real, 
the King of Spain’s official residence and 
had a guided tour through the grounds and 
some of the magnificent rooms.

The Spanish students and their teachers 
returned in March, just before the Easter 
holidays and their visit proved to be just as 
successful as our stay in Madrid. The joint 
daytrip to the Bullring in Birmingham was 
extremely popular with all of the students 
and proved that there are no language 
barriers when you share a passion - in this 
case shopping!    

SPANISH EXCHANGE TRIP TO MADRID
Mr Moncholi
Keller

‘The students 
proved that there 
are no language 
barriers when you 
share a passion ’

Mrs I Tustin
Priestley



The Tewkesbury PE faculty is really excited 
to unveil our new PE kit. We felt that 

with last year’s rebranding of the school and 
modernisation of the school shield, now 
was the time to update our PE kit.

Miss Hamilton (Bronte) explained that 
the decision for having a new PE kit was 
borne out of the need to offer students a 
greater degree of comfort and to improve 
the appearance of the students. Last year 
students were proud to be showing off their 
Team GB Olympic sports wear; this year they 
will have the same obsession with their 

Team Tewkesbury gear. There is no doubt 
that smart kit encourages a sense of unity 
and belonging.

It can be purchased from:
Martin Berrill Sports, Gloucester
01452 523888
www.martinberrillsports.com

Schooltogs, Cheltenham
01242 523632
chelt@schooltogs.com

Trutex, Gloucester
01452 413339
www.trutex.com

‘The new kit is 
great - it really 
makes us feel 
part of a team’ Mary Fayemiwo (Hodgkin) and Debora Fayemiwo 

(Priestley) have been involved in sport and PE since they 
arrived at Tewkesbury School. They are wearing the new 
girls’ PE kit
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Here at Tewkesbury School we provide 
a wide variety of sports, which lots of 

students enthusiastically participate in. 
From cricket and squash to swimming and 
rounders there is plenty to get stuck into, 
with fixtures almost every day, loads of 
clubs and plenty of House competitions. 
Thanks to the amazing efforts of the PE staff 
and others there are so many opportunities 
here!

Although students of all abilities are 
encouraged to take part in activities, we do 
have some amazingly talented sportsmen 
and women who perform at a very high 
level – many of them at national standard. 
There are too many to name them all but 
here are some examples:

 Our athletics stars include a number  
 of County champions such as Mollie 
 Courtney in the High Jump and Hurdles, 
 Maia Hawkins in the 1500m, Ryan Ellis
 in the Javelin and Ellie Wanklyn in the 
 Hurdles (who recently smashed the old 
 County record!) Maybe they will
 be sporting celebrities of the future?

SUCCESSFUL SPORTS STARS
Francesca Smith
Hodgkin

 What about Levana Hanson who is a
 brilliant swimmer with a world ranking
 and might be heading towards
 representing Great Britain at the
 Paralympics? What a great role model
 for us all!

 Tom Barter in our Sixth Form has
 made great use of our Sports Academy
 training and is now in the top three
 boxers nationally for his age and weight.

 Yet again, we are National Squash 
 champions. Our winning team of 
 Ryan Wilson, Ashley Worrell, Jordan 
 Hardwick, Aiden Rothman, Jade  
 Rothman, Amber Peacey, James Musto 
 and Tom Whitehead made the whole 
 school  proud with  thei r  fabulous 
 achievement.

There are so many other good news stories 
and I’m sorry I couldn’t include them all!

As we are coming to the end of the term 
we have a number of exciting events, 
such as Sports Day where the competition 
between the Houses is friendly but fierce. 
Every Head of House wants to get their 
coloured ribbons on the trophy but only 
one of them will make it. This will mark the 
end of another successful year and we look 
forward to September knowing that we 
there will be a whole new set of triumphs 
and accomplishments.   

‘From cricket and 
squash to swimming 
and rounders there 
is plenty to get 
stuck into...’

FRENCH EXCHANGE
Miss D Germain
Hodgkin

The French department organised another 
very successful French exchange this 
academic year with our partner school  
Collège Cantelande in Cestas outside the 
beautiful town of Bordeaux.

Our students spent a whole week with their 
French exchange partners and their families 
in September. Despite the first initial fear 
of going and staying with “strangers”, they 
soon relaxed and enjoyed themselves. The 
French families praised our students for their 
politeness and enthusiasm.

During our week the French students 
showed us around Bordeaux.  We went to 
the beautiful village of Saint-Emilion where 
the students took part in treasure hunt, we 
climbed La Dune du Pyla, (the highest sand 
dune in Europe), and we went to a fishing 
village where the students tasted oysters, 
one of the specialities of the region.
The students had a great experience 
discovering the French way of life. 

In April the exchange was reversed and 
the French students came to Tewkesbury.  
Students were very happy to see their 
exchange partners again and renewed their 
friendships. 

The French party enjoyed successful days 

to Oxford, Stratford-Upon-Avon and in the 
Black Country Museum.

The week was rounded off with a farewell 
party in the 6th form centre. It was lovely 
to be able to share experiences and meet 
everyone – thank you to all parents, 
students and staff who were able to attend.
The whole experience was beneficial to 
all who were involved and I would like to 
express my thanks to all the families who 
took part and made it a success.

Helena McIndoe (Bronte) took part in the 
exchange and said,  “Taking part in the 
exchange was by far the best experience of 
my life. It was only my second time abroad 
and was a fantastic opportunity for me to 
practise my French.  Many of the homes 
in which we stayed were bungalows and 
had swimming pools and electric blinds 
that came down on the outside. My French 
family were really friendly and by the end of 
the week I didn’t want to go home. I would 
definitely recommend the exchange to 
anybody who has the opportunity to take 
part in this incredible experience.”  

NEW PE KIT
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With undoubted flair for a dramatic 
headline, the latest pronouncement 

from Ofsted chief, Sir Michael Wilshaw, 
suggests that disadvantaged children are 
being let down by schools, particularly in 
rural areas and market towns.

“These poor, unseen children can be found in 
mediocre schools the length and breadth of 
our country. They are labelled, buried in lower 
sets, consigned as often as not to indifferent 
teaching….they coast through education 
until, at the earliest opportunity, they sever 
their ties with it.”

Looking at the national picture, he may 
well have a point. Over 1 million children 
in England are eligible for free school meals 
(FSM) and, overall, they don’t do as well 
as other students - around 36% of FSM 
students gained 5 or more A* - C grades 
at GCSE last year compared to 58% for all 
students. 

However, there are some parts of the 
country where the gap is much larger - 
Michael Wilshaw talks about very poor 
schools being defined as those where fewer 
than a fifth of FSM students meet this basic 
benchmark. This seems like a massive waste 
of potential talent.

Conversely, some areas are bucking this 
trend and results for FSM students are 
genuinely outstanding. What do we need to 
do to match this?

Getting to know students and their needs 
is the first piece of the puzzle - this starts 
with strong transition from primary school 
and continues with dedicated pastoral 

‘INVISIBLE’ POOR CHILDREN LET DOWN 
BY SCHOOLS, SAYS OFSTED HEAD
Mr A Steele
Deputy Headteacher

and academic staff building up an on-
going picture of strengths and areas for 
improvement.

A focus on basic skills such as literacy is 
also vital - at Tewkesbury School our new 
curriculum for year 7 and beyond has this as 
the top priority. Where students struggle in 
literacy, it is clear that they will also struggle 
with other aspects of their studies and sadly 
underachieve. 

Building stronger links between school 
and home is another key element - our 
move to vertical tutoring and strengthening 
communication via the tutor is just one way 
that we are tackling this. We want all parents 
to recognise the crucial role that they can 
play in their child’s success: by showing an 
interest in what they are doing at school 
and for homework; by encouraging regular 
reading; by attending school events; by 
setting clear boundaries and by praising 
good effort.

The bottom line is that we want excellence 
as standard for all of our students: FSM or 
not, short or tall, academic or practical. By 
working together in partnership, we will do 
everything we can to get there!  

‘The bottom line 
is that we want 
excellence as 
standard for all 
of our students’

On Saturday 29 June Year 6 students, their 
parents and their future teachers forsook 

their Saturday lie in and arrived at school 
bright and early to make history taking part in 
our first ever Partnership Learning Event.  
In this new addition to the Year 6-7 Transition 
Programme, over 80 Year 6 students each 
brought a parent along to participate in 
three different activities.  In a literacy activity 
Miss Breeden encouraged the parent-child 
partnerships to write 50 word sagas and 
they were supported by Year 7 volunteers 
who gave inspiration and offered advice.  
A business task required parents and 
children to team up with others to make 
cardboard cut-out Minis.  Mr Gardner, Mr 
Watson and Mr Fair made the task harder 
by putting up production costs and paying 
less for inferior vehicles. Those who worked 
as a team faired best in this task that was 
supported by Year 10 business students. 
Everybody  took to the sports field for a third 
activity and involved themselves in football-
rounders with Miss Waters and lacrosse 
with Mr Hobbs.  A team building game in 
which the group had to work out a series of 
moves to get the team across a “crocodile 
infested swamp” using planks and crates 
was organised by Mr Graham-Kevan whose 

PARTNERSHIP LEARNING EVENT 2013
Ms C De Glanville
Assistant Headteacher

manipulation of the task demonstrated that 
listening to each other and working as a 
team secures the best results.  By forbidding 
parents to speak in this task, the children 
were able to learn from their mistakes rather 
than be told what to do.  Refreshment breaks 
kept energy up and the morning ended with 
an optional swim in the school pool.  Thank 
you to all teachers and Tewkesbury School 
students who planned and led sessions and 
well done to all Year Six and their parents 
who took part.  We would love to hear your 
thoughts on this event and other parts of the 
transfer programme so that we can continue 
to develop it further.  
Please send an email to:
clare.deglanville@tewkesburyschool.org  

‘The task 
demonstrated 
that listening to 
each other and 
working as a 
team secures 
the best results’


